
My Selected Handy (creative) Projects <<Back to Prof. Kostic's Home 

page *My Flips  SPEAKING Enquiry * Nature Laws & The 2nd Law 

Paying attention to details (the devil is in the details!) is equally important for theory and practice 

- creative thinking is needed for the synergy of the two. 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge>Adding extra insulation to save energy: basement refrigerator, water 

heater and attic insulation (inexpensive and maintenance free!) 
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Cutting with hand saw a 6.5 inch (16.5 cm) a discarded brake disk rotor (who would "dare" to start 

it!?) to use as a "removable heavy-footing" for the outdoor fireplace chimney, see below >>Click 

on Pictures to enlarge 
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Using glued PVC pipe on ceramic tile with adjustable screws as rain cover to fit the Outdoor 

Fireplace and also providing nice handy-stand 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge>Using disposable bottle-neck as a cable tie, or electrical conduit tube 

to fix broken scissors handle, and infrared thermometer for A/C condenser air temperature 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge>Broken vase is fixed with glue, and leaking garbage disposal is 

sealed by wire-extended clamp (since large clamp was not available) 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge> Fruit-tree branch-support using 2x4 cut for anchor and PVC pipe 

with padded improvised branch support (practical assembly/disassembly/adjustment and future 

use) 
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Cutting a really big tree branch hanging over our summer-house was a "dangerous undertaking": 

puling with a strong rope guided the falling tree, and the car was parked just right. We were lucky 

:-) 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge> Conveniently dispensing salt: from the container-box in the garage, 

to the water softener in the basement, to the finished box in garage 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge> Installed On-demand water heater: from heat-exchaner water and gas 

piping, via venting exhaust, to the forced exhaust fan 

  

 

 

    
Click on Pictures to enlarge>1999 Dodge Intrepid's A/C-Heater air blend door was replaced (7.5 

hours/$850 labor dealer estimate for this "royal pain" close-to-impossible job) using ratchet-

wrench "supported/guided" by taped long screw-driver (elastic tape allows limited ratcheting in 

very tight space below the "unreachable" third screw-not in the photo!). Worn windows plastic 

edge-guide replaced by zip-tie (or it would be stuck to open/close since the spare part was not 

available). 
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Click on Pictures to enlarge> In 2003 I replaced the 1996 Chrysler Concord LXi's timing belt and 

water-pump (a major task requiring major disassembly/assembly and precise mechanics skills :-) 

Also I fully tested cam-shaft and crank shaft position sensors (see arrow) including testing all 

wiring to the car's PCM computer (which I removed, inspected and reassembled-electronic board 

sealed within a transparent jelly-like epoxy!) 

ALSO, I finished myself full basement (with some help from Marko), from framing 

and plumbing full-size bathroom and wet-bar, to electrical, sound-video and security wiring, to 

drywall, painting, tiling, trimming and carpeting - very proud :-)! 
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